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Robust Generalized Regression Estimation 

Jean-François Beaumont and Asma Alavi 1 

Abstract 
The Best Linear Unbiased (BLU) estimator (or predictor) of a population total is based on the following two assumptions: i) 
the estimation model underlying the BLU estimator is correctly specified and ii) the sampling design is ignorable with 
respect to the estimation model. In this context, an estimator is robust if it stays close to the BLU estimator when both 
assumptions hold and if it keeps good properties when one or both assumptions are not fully satisfied. Robustness with 
respect to deviations from assumption (i) is called model robustness while robustness with respect to deviations from 
assumption (ii) is called design robustness. The Generalized Regression (GREG) estimator is often viewed as being robust 
since its property of being Asymptotically Design Unbiased (ADU) is not dependent on assumptions (i) and (ii). However, 
if both assumptions hold, the GREG estimator may be far less efficient than the BLU estimator and, in that sense, it is not 
robust. The relative inefficiency of the GREG estimator as compared to the BLU estimator is caused by widely dispersed 
design weights. To obtain a design-robust estimator, we thus propose a compromise between the GREG and the BLU 
estimators. This compromise also provides some protection against deviations from assumption (i). However, it does not 
offer any protection against outliers, which can be viewed as a consequence of a model misspecification. To deal with 
outliers, we use the weighted generalized M-estimation technique to reduce the influence of units with large weighted 
population residuals. We propose two practical ways of implementing M-estimators for multipurpose surveys; either the 
weights of influential units are modified and a calibration approach is used to obtain a single set of robust estimation weights 
or the values of influential units are modified. Some properties of the proposed approach are evaluated in a simulation study 
using a skewed finite population created from real survey data. 
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1. Introduction  
In classical theory, sample data can be viewed as being 

randomly drawn from an infinite population and assump-
tions are made about the unknown distribution of the infinite 
population. In other words, a model is postulated and the 
interest lies in the estimation of model parameters. In this 
context, an estimator θ̂  of a model parameter θ  is robust if 
it stays close to the maximum likelihood estimator of θ  
when the model assumptions hold and if it keeps good 
properties when the model assumptions are not fully satis-
fied. The unknown distribution of the infinite population is 
often assumed to be the normal distribution and, as a result, 
the maximum likelihood estimator reduces to the usual 
least-squares estimator. 

The presence of outliers in the sample can be viewed as a 
consequence of a deviation from a model assumption. The 
majority of the sample could be assumed to come from the 
selected model but some units, called outliers, could be 
thought of as coming from a different model. Therefore, the 
presence of such outliers in the sample may introduce bias 
and increase the variance of the least-squares estimator of 
the selected model parameters. Outliers could also be the 
consequence of a highly skewed distribution. In this case, 
the least-squares estimator is not biased but may be highly 

inefficient due to a deviation from the usual normality 
assumption. The presence of outliers in the sample could 
also be the result of measurement errors. However, it is 
assumed in the rest of this paper that the data have been 
verified and corrected, if necessary, and that there is no 
measurement error left in the data. Outlier-robust estimation 
for infinite populations has been studied extensively (for a 
review, see Huber 1981; or Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw 
and Stahel 1986).  

In survey sampling theory, the interest usually lies in the 
estimation of finite population parameters such as the total, 

kUky yt ∈∑= , of a variable of interest y for a finite popu-
lation U of size N. Because it is usually not possible to 
observe the variable y for all population units, the usual 
practice consists of selecting from the finite population a 
random sample s of size n according to some probability 
sampling design )|( Zsp . The matrix of design information 
Z contains N rows with its kth row equal to kz′ , and z is a 
vector of auxiliary variables available at the design stage. 
This does not preclude the finite population itself to be 
assumed to come from a model, as it is explicitly the case 
when it is chosen to make model-based inferences. Under 
this type of inference, Royall (1976) derived the Best Linear 
Unbiased (BLU) estimator (or predictor) B

yt̂  of yt  (see also 
Valliant,  Dorfman and Royall 2000,  Chapter 2).  It is based  
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on the following two assumptions: i) the estimation model 
underlying the BLU estimator B

yt̂  is correctly specified and 
ii) the sampling design is ignorable with respect to the 
estimation model. In this context, an estimator yt̂  of the 
finite population total yt  is robust if it stays close to the 
BLU estimator B

yt̂  when both assumptions hold and if it 
keeps good properties when one or both assumptions are not 
fully satisfied. Robustness with respect to deviations from 
assumption (i) is called model robustness while robustness 
with respect to deviations from assumption (ii) is called 
design robustness.  

Although we consider robust estimators that are con-
structed from a model-based viewpoint, we prefer eval-
uating their properties as much as possible with respect to 
the sampling design. This allows us to choose the constants 
on which robust estimators depend and to evaluate their 
quality without having to rely on a model and, more 
specifically, without having to rely on a model for the 
outliers. This also provides an objective framework for 
comparing estimators derived under different models. This 
preference of evaluating properties of model-based esti-
mators with respect to the sampling design is also shared by 
Little (1983) who notes that design-based asymptotics may 
be more useful for assessing estimators than model-based 
asymptotics, particularly when the data set is large. 

The Generalized Regression (GREG) estimator of yt  is 
often viewed as being robust since its property of being 
Asymptotically Design Unbiased (ADU) is not dependent 
on assumptions (i) and (ii); that is, the GREG estimator is 
bias-robust even though its form can be justified by an 
estimation model. However, if both assumptions hold, the 
GREG estimator may be far less efficient than the BLU 
estimator and, in that sense, it is not robust. The relative 
inefficiency of the GREG estimator as compared to the 
BLU estimator is caused by widely dispersed design 
weights. The fact that variable design weights may increase 
the variance of an estimator is well known (see, for 
example, Rao 1966; DuMouchel and Duncan 1983; Kish 
1992; Pfeffermann 1993; Korn and Graubard 1999, Chapter 
4; Elliott and Little 2000; and Kalton and Flores-Cervantes 
2003) and is not uncommon in household surveys due to the 
presence of many weight adjustments before calibration 
(Kish 1992; and Kalton and Flores-Cervantes 2003). This 
problem is often treated by truncating the larger design 
weights (Potter 1988, 1990, 1993; and Stokes 1990).  

To obtain a design-robust estimator when the design 
weights are highly variable, we propose a compromise be-
tween the GREG and the BLU estimators based on the 
weighted Least-Squares (LS) technique. This compromise 
estimator has a smaller design bias than the BLU estimator 
when the ignorability assumption is not satisfied and, at the 
same time, is more efficient than the GREG estimator when 

this assumption holds. It also provides some protection 
against deviations from model assumptions. Balanced 
sampling (Royall and Herson 1973) and nonparametric 
calibration (Chambers, Dorfman and Wehrly 1993) are 
other methods that provide protection against certain types 
of model misspecifications (see also Valliant, Dorfman and 
Royall 2000, Chapter 3, 4 and 11). However, none of these 
methods offer any protection against outliers, which can be 
viewed as a consequence of a model misspecification. In a 
model-based framework, the idea underlying the 
M-estimation technique has been proposed to develop 
outlier-robust alternatives to the BLU estimator (Chambers 
1986; Lee 1991; and Welsh and Ronchetti 1998). In a 
design-based framework, the M-estimation technique has 
also been used to develop outlier-robust alternatives to the 
GREG estimator (Gwet and Rivest 1992; Hulliger 1995 
1999; Duchesne 1999; and Zaslavsky, Schenker and Belin 
2001). M-estimation is also discussed in the review paper by 
Lee (1995) and an empirical comparison of several outlier-
robust estimators can be found in Gwet and Lee (2000).  

Finite population parameters are often very sensitive to 
the presence of outliers in the population. This is to be 
contrasted to model (infinite population) parameters, which 
are usually insensitive to outliers. The problem of outlier 
robustness is therefore different for finite and infinite pop-
ulations. As noted in Chambers (1986), it is the sampling 
error (or the prediction error in a model-based framework) 
of an estimator which must be insensitive to outliers in finite 
populations and not necessarily the estimator itself. For 
instance, when a simple random sampling design is used, 
the sample median is robust in the classical sense. As a 
result, its design variance is essentially unaffected by the 
presence of an outlier in the finite population, no matter how 
large is that outlier. However, the sampling error and the 
design bias of the sample median, when used as an 
estimator of the finite population mean, take an arbitrarily 
large value when one or more population unit takes an 
arbitrarily large value. This is explained by the fact that the 
finite population mean itself takes an arbitrarily large value 
in such a case. Unlike the sample median, the sample mean 
is design unbiased but it is not robust in the classical sense. 
The sampling error and the design variance of the sample 
mean can thus be very affected by the presence of an outlier 
in the finite population. This illustrates why outlier-ro-
bustness for finite populations is often viewed as a trade-off 
between bias and variance and why outliers must usually 
have an influence, at least to some extent, on estimators. 
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) is therefore a useful cri-
terion for evaluating the quality of outlier-robust estimators 
of finite population parameters.     

The real goal of this paper is to find a robust alternative 
to the commonly-used GREG estimator of yt . However, it 
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is more natural to discuss robustness issues by first intro-
ducing the optimal (BLU) estimator. Therefore, the assump-
tions underlying the BLU estimator are discussed in section 
2. We also give additional conditions under which the BLU 
estimator has a negligible asymptotic design bias. Section 3 
deals with design robustness and the weighted LS estimator 
is introduced. In section 4, model robustness (more speci-
fically, outlier robustness) is discussed and the weighted 
generalized M-estimation technique is suggested to reduce 
the influence of units with large weighted population 
residuals. The proposed estimator is census-consistent in the 
sense that it is equal to the finite population total yt  when a 
census is conducted. We propose two practical ways of 
implementing M-estimators for multipurpose surveys; either 
the weights of influential units are modified and a cali-
bration approach is used to obtain a single set of robust 
estimation weights or the values of influential units are 
modified. Mean Squared Error (MSE) estimation is dis-
cussed in section 5. In section 6, some properties of the 
proposed approach are evaluated in a simulation study using 
a skewed finite population created from real survey data. 
Finally, some concluding remarks are made in the last 
section.  

 
2. The Best Linear Unbiased Estimator  

Let us assume that we have a vector of auxiliary 
variables x available for all units of the sample s and for 
which population totals, kx xt Uk∈∑= , are known. Let us 
also denote by X, the matrix containing N rows with its kth 
row equal to kx′ . The vector x may or may not contain 
some variables in the vector z of design variables. Before 
discussing robustness, we first describe the two assumptions 
(see A1 and A2 below) with respect to which robustness is 
desired. Then, we briefly explain how to validate them.     
 

A1) The following estimation model m holds: ky  given X, 
for Uk ∈ , are independently  distributed with mean 

( ) βxX k′=|E km y  and variance ( ) kkm vy 2σ|V =X , 
where β  and 2σ  are unknown model parameters, 

λxk′=kv  and λ  is a vector of known constants. The 
subscript “m” indicates that expectations and variances 
are evaluated with respect to model m. 

 

A2) The sampling design is independent of y after condi-
tioning on X; that is, )|(),|( XXy spsp = , where y is 
a vector containing N elements with its kth element 
equal to ky .  

Assumption (A1) describes the estimation model m, 
which specifies the distribution of y conditional on X. 
Standard techniques can be used to validate this model (see, 
for example, Draper and Smith 1980, Chapter 3). The 
linearity assumption ( ) βxX k′=|E km y  is an important 

assumption underlying the estimation model m. There are 
many ways of assessing the validity of this assumption. A 
graph of residuals βxk

ˆ′−= kk ye  versus βxk
ˆ′ , for some 

m-unbiased estimator β̂  of β , is often suggested for this 
purpose. Any trend in this graph is an indication that the 
relationship between y and x is not linear. To obtain ro-
bustness against a deviation from the linearity assumption, a 
poststratification model can be used when it is possible to 
partition the population into homogeneous and mutually 
exclusive groups. An example of the importance of careful 
modeling in sample surveys can be found in Hedlin, Falvey, 
Chambers and Kokic (2001). 

Assumption (A2) is a sufficient condition for the 
ignorability (Rubin 1976) of the sampling design with 
respect to the distribution of y conditional on X. In other 
words, it means that the distribution of y is independent of s 
after conditioning on X. Using assumption (A1), y can be 
split into a fixed term Xβ  and a random error term 

Xβyε −= . Consequently, if the sampling design is inde-
pendent of ε  after conditioning on X; that is, if 

)|(),|( XXε spsp = , then assumption (A2) is satisfied and 
the sampling design is ignorable. Since we only consider 
sampling designs of the form )|( Zsp , an obvious way to 
make the sampling design ignorable is achieved by 
including all design variables z into the estimation model. 
Examples of such design variables may include the 
variables used to form the strata, the variable used as a size 
measure if probability-proportional-to-size sampling is used 
and so on. The design weights may also provide a useful 
summary of the design information. Note that it may not be 
necessary to include all design variables into the estimation 
model (see Sugden and Smith 1984). Design variables that 
are independent of y (or ε ) after conditioning on X should 
not be included. To assess the validity of assumption (A2), a 
graph of the residuals, βxk

ˆ′−= kk ye , versus design weights 

kw  (or any design variable) may be useful (see Pfeffermann 
1993). Any trend in this graph suggests that the design 
weights are correlated with the random error ε  and that the 
sampling design is not ignorable with respect to the 
estimation model. More formal tests can also be performed 
to assess the validity of this assumption (see, for example, 
DuMouchel and Duncan 1983; Graubard and Korn 1993; 
and, for more references on this topic, Pfeffermann 1993). 

Under the estimation model m and the ignorability 
assumption (A2), it is easy to show that the BLU estimator 
(Royall 1976) B

yt̂  of yt  takes the simple projection form 
B

xBt ˆˆ ′=B
yt , where BB̂  is implicitly defined by the equation 

0
x

Bx kB
k =′−∑

∈sk k
k v

y )ˆ( . (2.1) 

The BLU estimator can also be written as =B
yt̂  

ksk
B
k yw∑ ∈ , where the BLU estimation weights B

kw  are 
given by 
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x
kkk t

xxx
1−

∈
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ′′
= ∑

sk kk

B
k vv

w . (2.2) 

The model variance },|)ˆ{(V Xstt y
B
ym −  of B

yt̂  is the 
smallest for every possible sample among all linear m-
unbiased estimators of yt . A direct consequence of this 
result is that the anticipated variance }|)ˆ(E{E 2 Xy

B
ypm tt −  

of B
yt̂  is also the smallest among all linear m-unbiased esti-

mators of yt , where the subscript p indicates that the 
expectation is evaluated with respect to the sampling design. 
Under the additional assumption that ky  given X follows a 
normal distribution, BB̂  is also the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the vector of model parameters β .  

In general, the BLU estimator B
yt̂  is not ADU. However, 

under the estimation model m, the ignorability assumption 
(A2) and the following additional assumption (A3), the 
BLU estimator has the property of being Asymptotically 
Design Unbiased in Probability (ADUP) in the sense that its 
relative design bias yy

B
yp ttt /)ˆ(E −  converges in probabil-

ity to 0 as n and N increase without bound.  
 

A3) )(σ}){(E 22 NOIw kUk k
B
kp =∑ ∈ , ∑ ∈ =′Uk NO )(βxk  and 

)(σ 2 NOUk k =∑ ∈ , where kk v22 σσ =  and kI  is a dum-
my random variable indicating whether unit k is 
selected in the sample ( 1=kI ) or not ( 0=kI ).  

 

Assumption (A3) describes the asymptotic behaviour of 
three population quantities. In particular, requiring that 

)(σ}){(E 22 NOIw kk
B
kUk p =∑ ∈  essentially means that none 

of the BLU estimation weights becomes too large as the 
sample size and the population size increase. For instance, if 

1== kvkx  and if a sampling design of fixed size n is used, 
then condition )(σ}){(E 22 NOIw kUk k

B
kp =∑ ∈  is equivalent 

to assuming that the weights nNwB
k /=  remain bounded as 

both n and N grow. The proof that B
yt̂  is ADUP is given in 

the appendix and does not require that λxk′=kv . As a 
result, the BLU estimator is ADUP even when the model 
variance )|(V Xkm y  is misspecified. 

As pointed out above, the BLU estimator is efficient 
when the estimation model m and the normality assumption 
hold as well as the ignorability assumption (A2). Under 
these assumptions and the additional assumption (A3), the 
BLU estimator is also ADUP. Consequently, a first step 
towards robustness consists of selecting and validating an 
estimation model such that these assumptions are satisfied 
as much as possible. However, they are rarely fully satisfied 
in practice. For example, one can be reluctant to include all 
strata identifiers into the estimation model when the number 
of strata is very large. In such a case, the ignorability as-
sumption might not fully hold. Also, the estimation model, 
including the normality assumption, may not hold for every 
variable of interest. Consequently, the non-critical use of the 
BLU estimator B

yt̂  of yt  is not always appropriate and 
robust estimators may be needed. 

3. Design Robustness  
Using the fact that λxk′=kv , it can be easily shown (see 

Särndal, Swensson and Wretman, 1992, page 231) that yt  
can be expressed as Btx′=yt , where B is implicitly defined 
by the equation  

.)( 0
x

Bx k
k =′−∑

∈Uk k
k v

y  (3.1) 

The vector B would be the LS estimator of β , under the 
estimation model m, if a census could be conducted. Since 

xt  is known, the objective of finding an estimator of the 
population total yt  is thus equivalent to finding an estimator 
of B. In the design-based theory, a natural estimator GB̂  of 
B is implicitly defined by the equation 

0
x

Bx kG
k =′−∑

∈sk k
kk v

yw )ˆ( , (3.2) 

where kw , the design weight of unit k, equals to the inverse 
of the selection probability kπ . The use of GB̂  leads to the 
GREG estimator G

xBt ˆˆ ′=G
yt  of yt . The GREG estimator 

G
yt̂  takes a simple projection form because λxk′=kv  (see 

Särndal et al. 1992, page 231). It can also be written as 

ksk
G
k

G
y ywt ∑ ∈=ˆ , where the GREG estimation weights G

kw  
are given by 

x
kkk t

xxx
1−

∈
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ′′
= ∑

sk k
k

k
k

G
k v

w
v

ww . (3.3) 

As pointed out in the introduction, the GREG estimator is 
bias-robust since its property of being ADU is not 
dependent on the validity of the estimation model m and the 
ignorability assumption. However, the GREG estimator is 
not variance-robust since it may be far less efficient than the 
BLU estimator when both assumptions hold. The ineffi-
ciency of the GREG estimator is due to widely dispersed 
design weights. In household surveys, this situation is not 
uncommon because of many weight adjustments before 
calibration. Also, practical considerations for the choice of a 
sampling design combined with limited information avail-
able at the design stage often lead to sampling designs that 
are approximately ignorable. In household surveys, for in-
stance, geographic information is often the main auxiliary 
information available to construct the strata. Unless the 
number of strata is very large, such information is usually 
weakly correlated with quantitative variables of interest, 
such as expenditures or income, and their corresponding 
population residual variable Bx′−= yE . As a result, the 
design weight variable w  is also weakly correlated with E . 
This suggests that the ignorability assumption may 
approximately hold. This also suggests that the design 
weights act more or less as a random noise when estimating 
B using (3.2) and that their influence could be significantly 
reduced. To obtain a design-robust estimator when the 
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design weights are highly variable, we thus propose to 
shrink the design weights towards their mean and to use the 
LS estimator LS

xBt ˆˆLS ′=yt , where LSB̂  is implicitly defined 
by   

0
x

Bx kLS
k =′−∑

∈sk k
kk v

yw )ˆ(~   (3.4) 

and where kw~  is the shrunk weight of unit k given by 

);(
);(

~ αwg
αwg

w
w k

sk
k

sk
k

k
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
=
∑
∑

∈

∈ . (3.5) 

The reason for the ratio in the right side of (3.5) is simply 
to ensure that ∑∑ ∈∈ = sk ksk k ww~  and the role of the function 

)α;( kwg  is to obtain shrunk weights kw~  that are less 
variable than the design weights kw . This function is 
assumed to be monotone in the constant α , with 

kk wwg ≤≤ )α;(1 . The BLU and GREG estimators are 
therefore extreme special cases of the LS estimator obtained 
when α  is such that 1)α;( =kwg  and kk wwg =)α;(  
respectively. To obtain a simple compromise between these 
two extreme estimators, we suggest using α)α;( kk wwg = , 
with 1α0 ≤≤ . The choice 0α =  leads to the BLU 
estimator while the choice 1α =  leads to the GREG 
estimator. In fact, this suggestion was proposed by Kish 
(1992, page 198). Other functions )α;( kwg  and other ways 
of reducing the variability of design weights can be found in 
the literature (see, for example, Elliott and Little 2000). 
Truncating large design weights ( )α,min()α;( kk wwg = , 
with 0α > ) is a common approach that deals with this 
problem. This approach may be useful when assumptions 
(A1) and (A2) are not fully satisfied and when there are 
some abnormally large design weights. A better approach 
may be to truncate large weighted residuals. The weighted 
generalized M-estimation technique discussed in the next 
section can be used for this purpose.  

The LS estimator LSˆ
yt  can also be written as 

ksk ky ywt ∑ ∈= LSLSˆ , where the LS estimation weights LS
kw  

are given by 

x
kkk t

xxx
1

LS ~~
−

∈
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ′′
= ∑

sk k
k

k
kk v

w
v

ww . (3.6) 

Note that the estimation weights LS
kw , including B

kw  and 
G
kw  as special cases, are calibrated on the known population 

totals xt  in the sense that they satisfy the calibration 
equation xk tx =∑ ∈sk kwLS  (see Deville and Särndal 1992).  

4. Model (Outlier) Robustness  
As pointed out in the introduction, the LS estimator LSˆ

yt  
provides some protection against deviations from the 
ignorability assumption and also against deviations from 
model assumptions. However, it does not offer any 

protection against outliers, which can be viewed as a cones-
quence of a model misspecification, including a deviation 
from the normality assumption. For instance, the GREG 
estimator is ADU no matter the validity of the estimation 
model. However, its design variance may be very large in 
the presence of outliers in the finite population because they 
may greatly influence its sampling error when they are 
selected in the sample. This problem may be amplified 
when the design weights are widely dispersed. For the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator, this was well illustrated in the 
circus example of Basu (1971). Of course, the use of effi-
cient auxiliary variables at the estimation stage can control 
the impact of outliers on estimates. However, such auxiliary 
variables are often not available and outlier-robust esti-
mators may provide significant gains over the LS estimator. 

Using the Taylor linearization technique (see, for 
example, Särndal et al. 1992, page 235) and given that 

Btx′=yt , it is well known and easy to show that the 
sampling error of the GREG estimator can be approximated 
as follows: ∑ ∈≈− sk kky

G
y Ewtt̂ , where Bxk′−= kk yE  is 

the population residual for unit k. As a result, a large design 
weight associated with a large population residual (or 
outlier) may have a substantial impact on the quality of the 
GREG estimator. Moreover, it is straightforward to show 
that the sampling error of the LS estimator can be expressed 
as ∑ ∈=− sk kkyy Ewtt LSLSˆ . Therefore, a large estimation 
weight associated with a large population residual may 
greatly influence the sampling error and the quality of the 
LS estimator. To deal with this problem, we use the 
Schweppe version (Hampel et al. 1986, pages 315 – 316) of 
the weighted generalized M-estimation technique to reduce 
the influence of units with large weighted population 
residuals. This leads to the M-estimator MB̂  of B, which is 
implicitly defined by 

0
xB k

M

=⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
∑
∈ ksk

kk

k
k

vQ

Eh

h
w

)ˆ(
~

ψ1~ , (4.1) 

where kkk vyE /)ˆ()ˆ(
~ M

k
M BxB ′−= , Q is a positive 

population scale parameter and kh  is a weight that may 
depend not only on kx  but also on kz . The role of the 
function (.)ψ  consists of reducing the influence of units 
with a large )(

~
Bkk Eh . From the above considerations, 

kkk vwh LS=  or kkk vwh ~=  is a natural choice. In the 
former case, the influence of large kk EwLS  is reduced while, 
in the latter case, the influence of large kk Ew~  is reduced. 
The choice kkk vwh LS=  may be preferred to kkk vwh ~=  
when there are outliers in the auxiliary variables x or when 
α  is not close to 1 (assuming α)α;( kk wwg = ). The main 
point here is that kh  should depend on survey weights LS

kw  
or kw~  and that both choices suggested above should 
perform better than simpler choices that do not take into 
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account the auxiliary variables z such as kk vh =  or 
1=kh , which reduce the influence of large unweighted 

residuals. Also, it should again be noted that the interest is in 
finding a robust estimator for the vector of population 
parameters B and not for the vector of model parameters β . 
In fact, B is itself not robust (in the classical sense) for β  
since it may be highly affected by the presence of outliers in 
the finite population. As a result, outliers must have a 
certain influence on MB̂ .  

Equation (4.1) can be written in the weighted linear 
regression form:  

0)ˆ(),ˆ(~* =′−∑
∈ k

k
sk

k v
yQw kM

k
M x

BxB , (4.2) 

where 

( )
k

k
kk r

r
wQw

ψ~),ˆ(~* =MB  

and 

Q

Eh
r kk
k

)ˆ(
~ MB= . 

We propose the following modification of the popular 
function (.)ψ  of Huber (1964) that makes the adjusted 
weights ),ˆ(~* Qwk

MB  always greater than or equal to 1: 

kk rr =)ψ( , if φ|| ≤kr , and )sign()(ψ kk rr =  
)φ,~/||max( kk wr , otherwise, where φ  is a positive 

constant. This leads to adjusted weights   

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
≤

=
.otherwise,

φ~,1max

,φif,~

),ˆ(~*

k
k

kk

k

r
w

rw

Qw MB   
(4.3)

 

The Iteratively Reweighted Least-Squares (IRLS) 
algorithm (Beaton and Tukey 1974) is often used to solve 
(4.2) and (4.3). At a given iteration i, the adjusted weights 

),(~ )1()1(* −− ii
k Qw B  are first calculated using (4.3) and then 

)(iB  is obtained by solving (4.2) with ),ˆ(~* Qwk
MB  and MB̂  

replaced by ),(~ )1()1(* −− ii
k Qw B  and )(iB  respectively. To 

obtain )(iB , an estimate of Q is usually calculated at each 
iteration of the IRLS algorithm. In the simulation study of 
section 6, we have used  

( )( ),;
~

ofmedian 

sampleweighted

483.1

)1(

)1(

skEh

Q

i
kk

i

∈

×
=

−

−

B

 

(4.4)

 

where the weighted sample median is calculated using the 
weights kk hw /~ . Equation (4.4) reduces to the proposal of 

Hulliger (1999) when 1=kh  and kk wwg =)α;( . We sug-
gest using LSBB ˆ(0) =  as the vector of starting values since 

LSB̂  is easy to obtain. The iterative procedure is normally 
repeated until convergence is reached. To reduce computer 
time, especially if a resampling method is used for MSE 
estimation, a single iteration of the IRLS algorithm can be 
performed. In section 6, it is shown empirically that per-
forming a single iteration yields an estimator of the popu-
lation total that has properties similar to the fully-iterated 
estimator. This point has also been noted by Lee (1991). 

The M-estimator of yt  is given by M
xBt ˆˆ ′=M

yt . With the 
restriction that 1)ˆ,ˆ(~* ≥Qwk

MB , where Q̂  is an estimator of 
Q, the estimators MB̂  and M

yt̂  are census-consistent in the 
sense that they are exactly equal to B and yt  respectively, 
no matter the value of φ  and α , when a census is con-
ducted ( 1π =k , for Uk ∈ ). This restriction might be useful 
for controlling the design bias of M

yt̂  when there are shrunk 
weights kw~  close to 1. Note that the estimators MB̂  and 

M
yt̂  reduce to LSB̂  and LSˆ

yt  respectively when ∞=φ  
( kk rr =)(ψ ). The M-estimator M

yt̂  can also be expressed as 

ksk
M
k

M
y ywt ∑ ∈=ˆ , where the M-estimation weights M

kw  are 
given by 

x
kkMkM t

xx
B

x
B

1

** )ˆ,ˆ(~)ˆ,ˆ(~
−

∈
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ′′
= ∑

sk k
k

k
k

M
k v

Qw
v

Qww . (4.5) 

The estimation weights M
kw  are still calibrated on the 

known population totals xt  ( xk tx =∑ ∈sk
M
kw ). 

In order to determine appropriate values for α  and φ , 
the MSE of the M-estimator M

yt̂  can be estimated for 
different choices of α  and φ  using past or current sample 
data. Then, the values of α  and φ  that give the smallest 
estimated MSE can be chosen. Estimation of MSE is dis-
cussed in section 5. As noted in Hulliger (1995), choosing 
adaptively α  and φ  by minimizing the estimated MSE 
with current sample data leads to an estimator M

yt̂  that does 
not require estimating the scale parameter Q. Also, this 
procedure controls the magnitude of the design bias of M

yt̂  
without requiring the use of additional constants. However, 
it is likely to provide less efficiency than using the optimal 
(although unknown) values of α  and φ .  

In multipurpose surveys, different values of α  and φ  are 
likely to be obtained for different variables of interest. If 
multiple sets of weights are to be avoided, some form of 
compromise is needed. As a first step towards a compro-
mise, a common value of α , satisfactory for the most 
important variables of interest, can be determined. Then, we 
propose two practical ways of implementing the 
M-estimator M

yt̂  without having to find a compromise value 
for φ ; either the weights of influential units are modified 
and a calibration approach is used to obtain a single set of 
robust estimation weights or the values of influential units 
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are modified. The former is discussed in section 4.1 while 
the latter is discussed in section 4.2.  
4.1 Modification of the Weights of Influential Units  

Let us now assume that it is desired to estimate the 
population totals of a vector of q variables of interest 

)...,,,( 21 ′= qyyyy . A vector of q M-estimators =M
yt̂  

)ˆ...,,ˆ,ˆ(
21

′M
y

M
y

M
y q

ttt  of ky yt Uk∈∑=  can be obtained, with 
potentially different values of φ  for different variables. To 
simplify the notation, we denote the adjusted weights 
associated with variable iy  by )(~*

ik yw , for qi ...,,2,1= . 
Since the adjusted weights )(~*

ik yw  depend on the variable 
of interest iy , we obtain q sets of weights, even if a 
common value of φ  is chosen.  

Gwet and Rivest (1992), Duchesne (1999) and Hulliger 
(1999) suggested using the adjusted weights =)(~* ykw  

))(~),...,(~),(~min( *
2

*
1

*
qkkk ywywyw  to obtain a unique set of 

weights. Then, estimation weights )(yM
kw  are calculated by 

replacing )ˆ,ˆ(~* Qwk
MB  by )(~* ykw  in (4.5) and yt  is 

estimated by kyy∑ ∈sk
M
kw )( . Although the estimation 

weights )(yM
kw  are calibrated on the known population 

totals xt , they are not calibrated on the vector of estimates 
M
yt̂ , which are believed to be our best estimates in the sense 

of minimizing the estimated MSE.  Moreover, the use of 

kyy∑ ∈sk
M
kw )(  likely leads to a larger design bias than M

yt̂  
although it controls the design variance. To cope with these 
issues, we propose computing the estimation weights 

)(, yAM
kw  by replacing )ˆ,ˆ(~* Qwk

MB  by the adjusted weights 
)(~* ykw  in (4.5), and by augmenting the vector of auxiliary 

variables x  and the known population totals xt  using y  
and M

yt̂  respectively. As a result, the estimation weights 
)(, yAM

kw  are calibrated on xt  and M
yt̂ , and yt  is estimated 

by k
M
y yyt ∑ ∈= sk

AM
kw )(ˆ , . Of course, there may be a limit 

on the number of variables that can be used for calibration 
purposes. This may somewhat restrict the applicability of 
this method when q is very large.  
4.2 Modification of the Values of Influential Units  

Another way of implementing the M-estimator M
yt̂  in 

practice consists of modifying the values of the variables of 
interest y and using the LS estimation weights LS

kw  for all 
variables. This can be done separately for each variable of 
interest, so we return to the case of only one variable of 
interest in this section.  

Let us first denote by os  the random set of all sample 
units k for which kk wQw ~)ˆ,ˆ(~* ≠MB . In other words, os  is 
the random set of units that have been detected as being 
influential. Let also *ˆ MB  be implicitly defined by the 
equation 

0
x

Bx k*M
k =′−∑

∈
•

sk k
kk v

yw )ˆ(~ , (4.6) 

where kk yy =• , if ossk −∈ , and *
kk yy =• , otherwise. The 

quantity *
ky  is a modified value for the influential unit k that 

is used to replace ky . Note that LSM BB ˆˆ * =  if kk yy =• , for 
sk ∈ . The population total yt  can then be estimated by 

** ˆˆ M
xBt′=M

yt . It is also easy to show that =*ˆM
yt  

∑ ∈ •sk k
LS
k yw .  

The idea here consists of finding modified values *
ky , for 

osk ∈ , as close as possible to the original values ky  and 
that satisfy the constraint .ˆˆ * MM BB =  Under this constraint, 
it is obvious that .ˆˆ * M

y
M
y tt =  A possible implementation of 

this idea is obtained by minimizing the distance function 

kkksk k vyyw
o

/)(~ 2*−∑ ∈  subject to the constraint =*ˆ MB  
.ˆ MB  This leads to the modified values 

( ).ˆˆ
~

~ 1

*

LSM
kk

kkk

BBxx

xxx

−⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
′

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
′′+=

∑

∑

∈

−

∈

sk k

k

sk k

k
kk

v

w

v

w
yy

o  

(4.7)

 

This idea is essentially equivalent to reverse calibration 
proposed by Ren and Chambers (2002), except that these 
authors used the constraint M

y
M
y tt ˆˆ * =  instead of MM BB ˆˆ * = . 

We prefer the latter since it leads to modified values that 
better preserve the relationships between the variable of 
interest y and the auxiliary variables x.  

Other ways of determining modified values that satisfy 
the constraint MM BB ˆˆ * =  can be found. For example, it is 
straightforward to show that this constraint is satisfied when 
the following modified values are used:  

M
kBx ˆ)1(* ′−+= kkkk ayay , (4.8) 

where kkk wQwa ~/)ˆ,ˆ(~* MB= . The modified values in 
equation (4.8) have a simple interpretation: they are a 
weighted average of the robust prediction M

kBx ˆ′  and the 
observed value ky . Less weight is given to the observed 
value ky  when it has a smaller value of ka  and, therefore, 
when it is highly influential. 

 
5. Mean Squared Error Estimation  

Estimation of the MSE of M
yt̂  can be used for three 

different purposes: i) finding appropriate values for α  and 
φ  using past or current sample data, ii) evaluating the qual-
ity of estimates and iii) making inferences about unknown 
population quantities. Using the fact that y

G
yp tt ≈)ˆ(E , it 

can be easily shown that the MSE of M
yt̂  can be approx-

imated by  

.)ˆˆ(V)ˆˆ(E

)ˆ(V)ˆ(MSE
2 G

y
M
yp

G
y

M
yp

M
yp

M
yp

tttt

tt

−−−+

≈
 

(5.1)
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The last two terms of (5.1) are equal to 2)]ˆˆ([E G
y

M
yp tt − . 

They  represent  the  square of  the  design  bias of  M
yt̂ . As 

suggested in Gwet and Rivest (1992), a potential estimator 
of )ˆ(MSE M

yp t  is given by 

( ),)ˆˆ(V̂)ˆˆ(,0max

)ˆ(V̂)ˆ(mse

2 G
y

M
yp

G
y

M
y

M
yp

M
yp

tttt

tt

−−−+

=
 

(5.2)
 

where )ˆ(V̂ M
yp t  and )ˆˆ(V̂ G

y
M
yp tt −  are estimators of 

)ˆ(V M
yp t  and )ˆˆ(V G

y
M
yp tt −  respectively. 

Since the estimator M
yt̂  has a complex structure, re-

sampling variance estimation methods provide a convenient 
way of estimating )ˆ(V M

yp t  and )ˆˆ(V G
y

M
yp tt − . The jack-

knife, the bootstrap and the balanced repeated replications 
methods are described and evaluated in Rao, Wu and Yue 
(1992) for stratified multistage sampling designs, where the 
primary sampling units are assumed to have been selected 
with replacement. They have shown in an empirical study 
that the jackknife variance estimator can have a large bias 
when estimating the variance of a non-smooth estimator, 
such as the sample median. Therefore, the jackknife vari-
ance estimator might be more biased for estimating the vari-
ance of the M-estimator than the balanced repeated rep-
lication or the bootstrap method when, at each iteration of 
the IRLS algorithm, Q is estimated using a non-smooth 
estimator such as (4.4). Gwet and Lee (2000) studied empir-
ically the performance of the jackknife and the bootstrap 
methods for some robust estimators. In general, they found 
encouraging results. It is important to note that the estimator 

M
yt̂  should be recomputed for each resample. This includes 

repeating the procedure used to estimate α  and φ  if they 
are estimated using current sample data.  

When the goal of MSE estimation is only to find 
appropriate values for α  and φ , it may be convenient to 
consider simplified MSE estimators in order to reduce 
computer time. We now propose four different ways of 
simplifying MSE estimation:  
 

i) Only a single iteration of the IRLS algorithm could be 
done for each resample even if a fully-iterated 
M-estimator is used. This might yield reasonable 
variance estimates since the singly-iterated and fully-
iterated M-estimators seem to have similar properties 
(see section 6.4).  

 

ii) Some quantities could be assumed fixed (not random) 
for MSE estimation. This is likely to lead to an 
underestimation of the MSE but it may be useful if the 
goal of MSE estimation is only to find appropriate 
values for α  and φ . For example, the adjusted weights 

)ˆ,ˆ(~* Qwk
MB  could be assumed fixed. This approxima-

tion was in fact suggested in Hulliger (1999). Alter-
natively, if the M-estimator is implemented using the 
methodology in section (4.2), the modified values in 

(4.7) or (4.8) could be treated as true values for MSE 
estimation. 

  

iii)  The term )ˆˆ(V̂ G
y

M
yp tt −  in (5.2) could be omitted. This 

would lead to the MSE estimator: =)ˆ(mse M
yp t  

2)ˆˆ()ˆ(V̂ G
y

M
y

M
yp ttt −+ . Note that this approach leads to 

an overestimation of  the MSE. 
 

iv)  A combination of two of the above three propositions 
could be considered. For example, the adjusted weights 

)ˆ,ˆ(~* Qwk
MB  could be assumed fixed and the term 

)ˆˆ(V̂ G
y

M
yp tt −  in (5.2) could be omitted. In such a case, 

an estimator for )ˆ(V M
yp t  could be obtained by noting 

that x
M

x tBVt )ˆ()ˆ(V p
M
yp t ′=  and by using the well 

known Taylor linearization technique of Binder (1983) 
to estimate )ˆ( MBVp . After some straightforward alge-
bra, we obtain the MSE estimator  

)3.5(,)ˆˆ(

)ˆ()ˆ(
)πππ(

)ˆ(mse

2G
y

M
y

l
M
lk

M
k

sk sl kl

lkkl

M
yp

tt

ywyw
π

t

−+

′−′−
−
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∑∑
∈ ∈

M
l

M
k BxBx

 

where klπ  is the joint probability of selection of units k 
and l. 

 
6. Simulation Study  

We performed a simulation study to evaluate some 
properties of the LS estimator and the M-estimator for a 
skewed finite population. In particular, we compared a 
version of the M-estimator that reduces the influence of 
large weighted population residuals to another one that 
reduces the influence of large unweighted population 
residuals. We also compared the performance of the singly- 
and fully-iterated M-estimators. Section 6.1 describes the 
population and the sampling design, and sections 6.2 to 6.4 
discuss results from the simulation.   
6.1 Population and Sampling Design  

The data from Statistics Canada’s 1998 Survey of 
Household Spending (SHS) are used to serve as the popu-
lation. This survey uses a stratified multi-stage design and 
contains information about 15,457 households on several 
variables. The variable Renovation/Repair is chosen as the 
variable of interest y. This variable is considered for its 
greater potential of having very large values. A vector x of 
three binary auxiliary variables have been created by 
dividing the variable Income into three categories (Income ≤ 
30,000, 30,000 < Income ≤ 60,000 and Income > 60,000) 
and we have chosen 1=kv , for all Uk ∈ . In other words, 
we have considered a poststratification estimation model, 
which should give us robustness against deviations from the 
linearity assumption. The population coefficient of 
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determination ( 2R ) for this estimation model is 0.13. This 
is a typical 2R  in household surveys. 

From this population, 5,000 samples of expected sample 
size 300 have been selected using Poisson sampling. We 
wanted to give households quite dispersed probabilities of 
selection resulting in variable design weights. We thus 
assigned probabilities of selection such that they were 
proportional to the inverse of the SHS design weights 
(which include a nonresponse adjustment factor). The 
selection probabilities are thus given by =kπ  

*
kUk

*
k π)π/300( ∑ ∈ , where *

kπ , for Uk ∈ , is the reciprocal 
of the design weight (including a nonresponse adjustment 
factor) from the SHS data.  

Table 6.1 gives some summary statistics for this pop-
ulation. We note that the population residuals are very 
skewed and that the skewness increases when the residuals 
are multiplied by the design weights. Figure 6.1 shows a 
graph of the population residuals versus the design weights. 
First, we note that there is a clear outlier with a residual 
greater than 50,000 and with a design weight not close to 1. 
Fortunately, the most extreme design weights are not asso-
ciated with large population residuals. Also, although this 
graph may be misleading because of the huge number of 
points that are overlapping, there does not seem to be any 
clear relationship between the population residuals and the 
design weights. In fact, the coefficient of correlation be-
tween the design weights and the population residuals is 
0.0049. Such a small coefficient of correlation is not atyp-
ical in household surveys, for reasons discussed in section 3, 
and suggests that the ignorability assumption may hold 
approximately. 
 

Table 6.1 
Summary Statistics about the Population 

 

Variable Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Skewness 

Renovation/Repair 367 1,124 12.6 
Population Residual 0 1,104 12.8 
Design Weight 177 170 1.8 
Weighted Population Residual 922 295,685 15.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.1. Graph of the population residuals versus the design 
weights. 

For each of the 5,000 samples, estimates of the 
population total for the Renovation/Repair variable have 
been calculated for both the LS estimator and two versions 
of the M-estimator; one that reduces the influence of large 
weighted population residuals ( kk wh ~= ) and another one 
that reduces the influence of large unweighted population 
residuals ( 1=kh ). For the thi  sample, the relative error in 
percentage of any estimate yit̂  of yt  is defined as 

yyyii ttt /)ˆ(%100Δ −×= . The Relative Bias (RB) and the 
Relative Root Mean Squared Error (RRMSE) of any 
estimator yt̂ , expressed as a percentage of the population 
total, can thus be estimated  by ∑ = Δ= 000,5

1 000,5/RB i i  and 
∑ = Δ= 000,5

1
2 000,5/RRMSE i i  respectively. Another mea-

sure of interest is the Maximum Absolute Relative Error 
(MARE) in percentage given by =MARE  

)000,5...,,2,1;|max(| i =Δ i . This measure may be 
useful to assess the sensitivity of an estimator to the 
presence of influential units in the sample.  
6.2 The LS Estimator: Design Robustness  

In this section, we evaluate the properties of the LS 
estimator. Figure 6.2 illustrates the RB, RRMSE and 
MARE of the LS estimator for 11 values of α  (α = 0, 0.1, 
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1) when α)α;( kk wwg = . 
On the one hand, the BLU estimator ( 0α = ) has an 
RRMSE close to the minimum and the smallest MARE 
among these 11 values of α  but, as expected, leads to the 
largest RB (in absolute value). Its RB is equal to – 13.05%, 
which is not negligible. Given that a poststratification model 
is used, this suggests that the ignorability assumption is not 
fully satisfied even though the correlation between the 
design weights and the population residuals is small. On the 
other hand, the GREG estimator ( 1α = ) has a very small 
RB but has the largest RRMSE and MARE due to the 
variability of the design weights. When 20α .= , the LS 
estimator is biased, with an RB of – 9.11%, but has a value 
of MARE relatively close to the smallest value and has the 
smallest RRMSE (17.94%) among the values of α  
considered. This is a substantial reduction in comparison 
with the RRMSE of the GREG estimator (34.77%). In 
general, values of α  between 0.2 and 0.5 provide a 
reasonable compromise estimator with respect to RB, 
RRMSE, and MARE. Note that, for larger expected sample 
sizes, we expect that the minimum MSE be reached for 
larger values of α  because the bias of the LS estimator may 
dominate its variance.  

We have also considered the LS estimator obtained by 
choosing adaptively, for each selected sample, the value of 
α  that leads to the smallest estimated MSE among the set of 
11 values of α  considered above. The MSE has been 
estimated using equation (5.3). The average value of α  over 
the 5,000 selected samples is 0.43. This is slightly larger 
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than the value of α  (0.2) that leads to the smallest MSE (see 
figure 6.2). This may be due to the simplification made to 
obtain (5.3), which omits a component of the square design 
bias when estimating the MSE. Nevertheless, this LS 
estimator shows a significant improvement over the GREG 
estimator in terms of RRMSE (26.05%) and MARE 
(217.99%). This LS estimator shows also a significant 
improvement over the BLU estimator in terms of RB 

%).24.6(−  Therefore, it seems that choosing adaptively the 
value of α  leads to a useful compromise between the 
GREG and BLU estimators. However, there is a price to 
pay in terms of RRMSE by estimating α  instead of using 
the optimal (although unknown) value of α . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.2. RB, RRMSE and MARE of the LS estimator.  
6.3 The M-estimator: Outlier robustness  

We have compared two versions of the M-estimator; one 
that reduces the influence of large weighted population 
residuals ( kk wh ~= ) and another one that reduces the 

influence of large unweighted population residuals 
( 1=kh ). For the weighted version, we chose 7 values of φ  
(φ = 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, ∞ ) and for the unweighted 
version, we chose 9 values of φ  (φ = 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 
30, ∞ ). We have only considered the case 1α = , as we did 
not want to confound the effects of changing the constant α  
with the effect of changing the constant φ . Of course, a 
more efficient estimator could be found by an appropriate 
choice of both constants. It is to be noted that the results are 
based on a single iteration of the IRLS algorithm using 

GBB ˆ)0( =  as the vector of starting values.  
It can be seen from figures 6.3 and 6.4 that the weighted 

version ( kk wh ~= ) has a better potential for reducing the 
RRMSE and the MARE of M-estimators than the 
unweighted version ( 1=kh ). Both graphs of RRMSE 
present a U-shaped curve. The RRMSE curve for kk wh ~=  
shows that a value of φ  between 50 and 150 leads to an 
RRMSE between 25% and about 27%, while the RRMSE 
of the GREG estimator (last point on the graphs) is equal to 
34.77%. The RRMSE curve for 1=kh  shows that the 
RRMSE is around 30% for values of φ  between 8 and 20. 
In the area where the RRMSE is close to its minimum 
value, the MARE is smaller when kk wh ~= . This suggests 
that kk wh ~=  may control influential units better than 

1=kh . As expected, the RB in both figures decreases as φ  
increases. 

We have also considered the weighted and unweighted 
versions of the M-estimator obtained by choosing 
adaptively, for each selected sample, the value of φ  that 
leads to the smallest estimated MSE (using equation 5.3) 
among the sets of values of φ  considered above. The 
average value of φ  over the selected samples is 72.34 for 
the weighted version and 10.58 for the unweighted version. 
Calculation of these averages excludes samples for which 

∞=φ  (13 samples for kk wh ~=  and 1 sample for 1=kh ). 
Both averages are close to the optimal values of φ  found in 
figures 6.3 and 6.4 (100 for kk wh ~= , and 11 for 1=kh ). 
The weighted version of the M-estimator has an RB of 

%,24.10−  RRMSE of 28.07% and MARE of 197.86%. 
The unweighted version of the M-estimator has an RB of 

%,26.8−  RRMSE of 28.18% and MARE of 232.57%. 
Therefore, both versions of the M-estimator lead to a 
significant improvement over the GREG estimator in terms 
of RRMSE and MARE at the expense of an increase in RB 
(around %).10−  The MARE is smaller for the weighted 
version, which again indicates that it controls influential 
units better than the unweighted version. However, the 
difference in the RRMSE between these two estimators is 
very small. Curiously, it seems that there is no increase in 
MSE due to estimating φ  instead of using the optimal value 
when the unweighted version is used. This observation is 
somewhat difficult to explain.  
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6.4 Comparison of the Singly-iterated and Fully-
iterated M-estimators  

We now compare the singly- and fully-iterated 
M-estimators when 1α = . We only consider the following 
two cases: i) 1=kh  and 11φ = ; and ii) kk wh ~=  and 

100φ = .  Most of the time, the IRLS algorithm converged 
quickly in the fully-iterated case (average number of 
iterations for convergence is 7.53 for 1=kh , and 7.29 for 

kk wh ~= ), but in some of the 5,000 samples (64 for 1=kh , 
and 75 for kk wh ~= ) it did not converge. When this situation 

occurred, we kept the M-estimate from the last iteration of 
the IRLS algorithm. From table 6.2, it is evident that the 
RB, RRMSE and MARE of the singly- and fully-iterated 
M-estimators are very close to each other. A point worth 
noting is the slightly smaller RBs for singly-iterated 
M-estimators. This point has also been observed by Lee 
(1991) and is likely due to the fact that we used GBB ˆ)0( =  
as the vector of starting values for the IRLS algorithm, 
which is ADU for B. 
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Figure 6.3. RB, RRMSE and MARE of the M-estimator when 
1=kh . 

 

Figure 6.4. RB, RRMSE and MARE of the M-estimator when 

kk wh ~= . 
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Table 6.2 
Comparison of Singly- and Fully-iterated M-estimators 

 

Singly-iterated Fully-iterated 
Estimator 

RB RRMSE MARE RB RRMSE MARE 

M-estimator ( 1=kh , 11φ = ) – 6.94% 29.28% 235.07% – 7.93% 29.27% 235.07% 

M-estimator( kk wh ~= , 100φ = ) – 8.14% 25.36% 197.86% – 8.27% 25.33% 196.73% 

 
 

7. Conclusion  
In this paper, we considered robust alternatives to the 

optimal (BLU) estimator. We first proposed a compromise 
between the GREG and BLU estimators, the LS estimator, 
to deal with deviations from the ignorability assumption. 
The LS estimator is obtained by shrinking the design 
weights toward their mean. It is expected to be more stable 
than the GREG estimator when the ignorability assumption 
holds approximately and less biased than the BLU estimator 
when this assumption is not fully satisfied. This was 
confirmed in a simulation study using a population created 
from real survey data. The LS estimator also offers some 
protection against deviations from model assumptions.  

To deal with outliers, we suggested using the weighted 
generalized M-estimation technique to reduce the influence 
of units with large weighted population residuals. We found 
in a simulation study that significant gains in MSE could be 
obtained with this method. We also found that an 
M-estimator obtained using a single iteration of the IRLS al-
gorithm performed similarly to a fully-iterated M-estimator. 
Finally, we proposed implementing M-estimators for multi-
purpose surveys by modifying either the weights of influ-
ential units or their values. We believe that both approaches 
are useful and contribute to bridge a small gap between 
theory and practice.   
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Appendix  
In this proof, we remove the conditioning on X when 

taking expectations and variances with respect to model m 
in order to simplify the notation. Using Slutsky’s theorem, 
to show that yy

B
yp ttt /)ˆ(E −  converges in probability to 0, 

as the sample size n and the population size N tend to 
infinity, under assumptions (A1), (A2) and (A3), it suffices 
to show that: 
 

a) βtβt xx ′=′ /)/(E yyp tt  converges in probability to 
1 and  

b) )/ˆ(E βt x′
B
yp t  converges in probability to 1.  

To show (a), note that  

1E =⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
′ βt x

y
m

t
 

and 

( )
N
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t
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m ∑

∈′
=⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
′

2
2

σ11
V

βtβt
xx

. 

By Chebychev’s inequality, βt x′/yt  converges in 
probability to 1 under model m, as N increases, if 

)(NO=′ βt x  and )(σ 2 NOUk k =∑ ∈  (assumption A3). 
To show (b), we first note that =(.)EE pm  )|(.EE smp  

provided that the set of all possible samples does not depend 
on which population was generated by model m. 
Consequently, if assumption (A2) holds, it is straight-
forward to show that 1)/ˆ(EE =′ βt x

B
ypm t . Then, we note 

that  

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
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⎝

⎛

′
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⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
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′ βtβtβt xxx

B
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B
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B
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ttt ˆ
VE

ˆ
EV

ˆ
V . (A.1) 

As a result, )/ˆ(V)/ˆ(EV βtβt xx ′≤′ B
ymp

B
ypm tt  since the 

two terms on the right side of (A.1) are greater than or equal 
to 0. By the previous inequality and Chebychev’s inequality, 

)/ˆ(E βt x′
B
yp t  converges in probability to 1 under model m, 

as n and N increase, if 0)/ˆ(Vlim =′∞→ βt x
B
ympN,n t . Using 

assumption (A2), it is straightforward to show that 

( )
( ){ } NIw
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Consequently, 0)/ˆ(Vlim =′∞→ βt x
B
ympN,n t  if =′βtx  

)(NO  and )(σ}){(E 22 NOIw kk
B
kUk p =∑ ∈  (assumption 

A3). This completes the proof.   
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